Thermal Transfer Printer
Cleaning Kits

Thermal Transfer
Printer Cleaning Kits

PRODUCT OFFERING
The kit contains all the cleaning items required to clean and maintain the entire
Tyco Electronics thermal transfer printer range. It is recommended that all thermal
transfer printers are cleaned at least once a week. Regular cleaning will extend the
life and performance of the printer and protect key components including the print
head and drive rollers from premature wear.
NOTE : CUSTOMERS WHO PURCHASE THIS KIT CAN THEN ORDER INDIVIDUAL ITEMS FROM THE KIT
WHEN REQUIRED.

PRODUCT OFFERING
KEY FEATURES
• Thermal Printhead Cleaner
200ml Pump Spray can
• Platen Roller Cleaner
100ml Pump Spray can
• Anti-Static Foam Cleaner
200ml Pump Spray can
• Label Remover
200ml Pump Spray can
• Non-Woven Cleaning Cloth
25 pcs.
• Cleaning Buds
25 pcs., 150mm long

SAFTEY NOTICE

Part Number

Description

CP5431-000

TT-Printer-Cleaning-Kit

CP5435-000

TT-Printer-Head-Cleaner

CP5437-000

TT-Platen-Roller-Cleaner

CP5441-000

TT-Anti-Static-Foam-Cleaner

CP5438-000

TT-Label-Remover

CP5439-000

TT-Cleaning-Wipes

CP5440-000

TT-Cleaner-Buds

KIT COMPONENTS
Component

Recommended Use

How to Use

Thermal
Printhead
Cleaner

Cleaning all Tyco
Electronics Printer
print heads. Leaves
no residue

Spray liquid onto
the print head, leave for
a few seconds, then wipe
in one direction using the
cleaning cloths or cleaning
buds supplied in the kit.

Dust and ink residue build up
is the most common cause of
premature print head wear.
Regular cleaning reduces wear
and produces sharper and
more defined print characters.

Platen
Roller
Cleaner

Cleaning printer
rollers. Used for
cleaning and
restoring the grip
on the rollers

Spray liquid onto the
roller, leave for a few
seconds, then wipe in
one direction using the
cleaning cloths or cleaning
buds supplied in the kit.

Dust and ink residue can build up
on the rollers leading to a loss of
grip, and risk of ink transfer onto
the printed marker sleeves or
labels. Regular cleaning removes
this ink build up and improves
roller grip and flexibility, reducing
the risk of product jamming up
in the printer.

Anti-Static
Foam
Cleaner

General cleaning
of printers.

Spray liquid onto the
surface then wipe in
one direction using the
cleaning clothes or
cleaning buds supplied
in the kit.

This is a highly efficient
biodegradable cleaner specially
developed for use on all the
printers’ plastic, metal and
glass surfaces. Not only ideal
for removing dirt and grease
its unique anti-static properties
remove static.

Label
Remover

Removing
selfadhesive labels.

Spray on the surface of
the label until wet. Leave
for 5 minutes then peel
off the label and wipe dry.

A build up of labels around
the feed path of the printer
can lead to product jams.

Before attempting to clean any part of
the printer switch the printer power off
and unplug from the mains electricity.

Reason for Using
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